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___________________________________________________________________________

WHAT HAPPENED TO  

ST. VINCENT CEMETERY? 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

By Richard Messick 

Descendants of the interred in St. Vincent Cemetery grapple with neglect 

 

he new members are always angry. They have recently learned 
that the cemetery where their ancestors were buried had been 

bulldozed decades ago, so they have joined the Friends of St. 
Vincent Cemetery (FoSVC) in an effort to work off some of that 
anger and do something about it. The long-time members of 
FoSVC have usually come to terms with the fact that there are no 
more crypts and very few tombstones left on the property, which 
is located in Clifton Park in Baltimore. The 4,000-plus bodies are 
still there, but the markings of the graves had to be removed to 
prevent further desecration.  
 
Over a hundred years after the cemetery was opened in 1853, it 
became a site for gang initiations.1 The initiates had to remove a 
body from a crypt or grave and spend the night in its place. As a 
consequence, bodies and/or body parts would sometimes appear 
on one of the greens of the neighboring golf course.2  
 
Anger is certainly an appropriate response, but where should the 
anger be directed? Is it toward the nameless gang that instigated 
the removal of bodies? The church and city leaders responsible  
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for removing the stones and crypts? Or is it the neglect that  
extended over decades? Most of the burials took place in the 
nineteenth century, tapering off in the twentieth century, going 
from hundreds of burials per decade to double digits to single 
digits, and finally stopping in the late 1960s.  
 
A CEMETERY SLOWLY DESTROYED 

 
As use of the cemetery diminished, neglect set in and less attention 
was paid to the graves. Trash was dumped and stones were 
toppled (Figure 1). There was no perpetual care fund to maintain 
the cemetery,3 as is often the case with older burial grounds. 
Although there was a part-time caretaker for the property, at least 
during the 1960s, his presence was not enough to prevent people 
from turning over gravestones and generally trashing the grounds.  
 
The more macabre desecration of removing bodies came in the 
late 1960s, on the heels of a long period of neglect.4 Unfortunately,  
 

 
 

Figure 1. Stones were toppled, and weeds and vines took over. 
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this was also about the time the caretaker’s position had to be 
eliminated because of the lack of funds.  
 
The congregation of the parish that owns the property, St. 
Vincent de Paul of Baltimore, had been dwindling. Reinterment 
of the desecrated bodies was left to the pastor, Rev. Richard 
Lawrence. He barely had the resources to keep the church open 
and follow the church’s mission of ministering to the growing 
homeless population surrounding it. All the same, Father 
Lawrence personally took up the gruesome task of reinterring 
bodies that had been removed from their graves.5 
 
The work was grueling, and it wore on him, although he did 
manage to keep his spirits up (no pun intended) while he went 
about the macabre task of grave digging. As he once related to a 
reporter: “I’m stripped to the waist, covered with sweat and dirt, 
and these two kids were taking a shortcut, which they knew they 
weren’t supposed to do. They came up and said, ‘What are you 
doing, mister?’ I looked up real blankly and said, ‘Diggin’ a grave.’ 
They asked, ‘Who’s it for?’ and I looked straight at ’em and said, 
‘I don’t know, I haven’t decided yet.’ ”6 
 
With few resources and little help, Father Lawrence turned to the 
archdiocese in the late 1970s. Their administrators and lawyers 
considered options and proposed a plan to move the bodies to 
another location, New Cathedral Cemetery in West Baltimore. 
Legislation and a court order were necessary to terminate the 
rights of the lot holders in order to commence the work.  
 
A LESS THAN OPTIMAL SOLUTION 

 
Before any bodies could be moved, however, funds were needed 
to accomplish the task. A rough estimate of the cost could be 
gleaned from a recent example. Holy Cross Cemetery, located at 
North Avenue and Wolfe Streets, had been moved in 1969 to 
make way for an elementary school at a cost of $250,000. The 
church hoped that the sale of the property to the Baltimore 
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Department of Recreation would generate enough money to 
cover a similar expense, but they were offered only $15,000. With 
no other source of funds for the move, the decision was finally 
made to remove any grave markers so vandals could no longer 
locate the bodies.   
 
The archdiocese and local government agencies consulted 
together to arrange for the necessary legal procedures. Part of the 
process included getting a resolution passed by the Maryland 
General Assembly declaring that the cemetery had “become 
detrimental to the public health, safety, security or welfare, for the 
appointment of a trustee and for a decree ordering the sale of the 
cemeter[y].”7 A notice was then required to be placed in a local 
newspaper before any work could commence. The paper chosen 
was The Daily Record, “a source of business, legal and government 
news.”8 Very few, if any, of the families with relatives in St. 
Vincent Cemetery saw the notice. The mausoleums were the first 
to be removed, and the bodies contained therein were then buried. 
The tombstones were next moved into piles so no graves could 
be identified by would-be grave robbers (Figure 2).  
 

 
 

Figure 2. The cemetery following demolition. 
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THE NEXT CHAPTER 

 
After the demolition took place in 1981, the stones were stacked 
by the driveway along the cemetery to allow families to claim 
them. Eventually, they were moved behind the Clifton Park 
maintenance building adjoining the cemetery property. It was just 
a matter of time before park workers used them to fill in places 
like stream beds and trails in Herring Run Park. Some can still be 
seen along Tyndale Trail, which leads into the park from Parkside 
Drive and Tyndale Avenue. The number of stones left on the 
grounds dwindled over the years; some families did manage to 
retrieve a few stones.  
 
Over the next several decades, the land was taken over by nature. 
Ailanthus trees and weeds grew up to obscure what was once 
there. During this time, some families of the deceased were doing 
genealogical research, a hobby that grew along with access to the 
internet. One by one, these researchers found one another online 
in message boards devoted to genealogy.  
 
A COMMUNITY GREW 

 
This online community grew to a dozen or so people, and they 
decided to meet face-to-face. Since everyone was new, the initial 
meetings were more group therapy sessions than planning 
meetings. Once plans were developed and began to take hold, 
dates were set to start cleaning up a lot of vegetation. At first 
glance, the task looked overwhelming, especially considering most 
of the workers were over 60 years old. More help arrived as word 
started to reach the public through news stories about the newly 
formed Friends of St. Vincent Cemetery.  
 
Members of the Ancient Order of Hibernians (AOH Div. #3), 
who had family buried there, encouraged their organization to 
contribute to the clean-up. Also, grants were written to hire a 
nursery to cut down all the invasive trees. The son of one of the 
AOH members earned credits toward his Eagle Scout badge by 
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removing the remaining tree stumps. Then, a teacher at the 
Catholic High School started bringing students to help, which 
contributed to their “Student Learning Service” hours. Members 
of the St. Vincent de Paul Church also showed up to contribute 
sweat equity and funds.  
 
Through networking with the Department of Parks and 
Recreation, a connection was made with the Department of 
Corrections, which had a Restorative Justice Program intended to 
help prisoners transition back into society. A team of prisoners 
would regularly remove weeds and trash. In the process, they also 
rearranged the remaining stones into small groupings and 
mulched the area around them (see Figures 3 and 4). 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Cluster of gravestones behind the maintenance building 
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It has taken years of small steps by many volunteers to get to the 
point where the land looks like a park. The next stage will be to 
implement a design created for a memorial. The concept includes 
a berm at the top of the cemetery with some of the stones 
embedded in it. A path along the berm will lead to a meditative 
labyrinth. 
 
The FoSVC came together online, and that may be where the 
names of the deceased will be best remembered. A list of those 
known to be buried at St. Vincent Cemetery is posted on the 
 
 

 
Figure 4. Gravestones near entrance, overlooking another cluster 
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FoSVC website (stvincentcemeterybaltimore.org), along with 
photographs of the remaining stones. The photographs include  
transcriptions of the engravings, as well as translations for those 
stones with epitaphs in Italian.  
 
Members of FoSVC continue the work of “restoring dignity to 
the once abandoned cemetery through maintenance and develop-
ment.” The development now focuses on writing grants  to  
fund the memorial, continuing the research into all those interred 
at the cemetery, and presenting the information online. 

 
Although descendants of the families buried at St. Vincent 
Cemetery arrive angry when they join FoSVC, they tend to calm 
down as they learn more of the history. They realize the  
desecration of the graves started long after the cemetery had been 
all but abandoned. They also learn that St. Vincent parish is unable 
to look after a cemetery while they are focused on the living—
those who are struggling to survive under extremely difficult 
circumstances.   
 
This dichotomy became apparent to one of the primary organizers 
of FoSVC when she attended a weekly “picnic” held outside the 
church. There was a long line made up entirely of homeless people 
who were waiting for barbecue. She overheard one man talking 
about heading to New York City for the winter because of the 
numerous tunnels available for shelter. That’s when she fully 
appreciated what they were up against and that, if anything was to 
be done to maintain the cemetery, it was up to her and other 
family members “to do something about it.”  
 
The process of “doing something” has come to mean 
understanding the circumstances that led to the neglect, creating 
a community, and taking action—all of which has contributed to 
a sort of healing that restores order and honors our memories. 
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